Learning from
a management
accounting maestro
In October 2021, CIMA Pakistan had an opportunity to
talk to Mohomed Bashir, FCMA, CGMA, the chairman
of Gul Ahmed Textile Mills Limited. He is a fellow
member of The Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants (CIMA).
He is also the recipient of several international awards:
the Sitara‐e‐Imtiaz Justice of Peace (Pakistan), Grade d’
Officer in the National Order of Merit (France) and Knight
of King, Northern Star Order (Sweden).
Muhammad Bashir graciously shared his views on the state
of the accounting profession, as well as the role of management
accountants in today’s world. Here’s what we asked him:

Do you find your CIMA qualification
helpful in your work?

How important is the management
accountant’s role in an organisation?

My journey with CIMA was phenomenal.
I was enriched by CIMA’s extensive course
lineup that covers and focuses on all the key
business areas, especially when it comes to
incorporating strategic visions in overall value
chain activities. As part of the management
team of Gul Ahmed Textile Mills, my CIMA
qualification has enhanced my ability to steer
the strategic direction of the organisation by
making strategic decisions through strong
management accounting techniques.

When you do business the smart way, you
outlast your competitors — and management
accountants play a key role in helping businesses
make smart decisions. They provide all the key
business-related management reporting, which is
great for strategic decision-making. They provide
information that is not just limited to finances
but covers all aspects of business, including the
internal and external environments, which helps
businesses reach their strategic objectives.
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In your experience, how has the finance profession
evolved over the years?
Although the job role of ‘management accountants’ might be newer,
they are slowly but surely getting due acknowledgement around
the world. I see management accountants playing valuable roles
in shaping businesses’ strategic visions by not only focusing on
historic financial figures, but by considering all the variables that are
affecting business environments. This profession will grow rapidly
and with proper directions and sincerity, it has a bright future.

Do you have any words of advice for professionals
that are just starting out in the field of management
accounting?
As Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah once said, ‘Work, work
and work and we will be bound for success’. My advice to all
management accountants starting out is that there is no secret
to success — hard work is the key.

This conversation was a part of a recent focus group discussion with
Muhammad Bashir, where our CIMA members were also part of this
discussion. It was an interesting discussion as he shared with us about
his vast industry experience and how the CIMA qualification has evolved
since the ‘60s and ‘70s, which was the era when he started out.
Besides Mohomed Bashir, others that were present
at this discussion were:
Muhammad Saifuddin Shaikh, FCMA, CGMA — Joint Director,
The United Insurance Company of Pakistan Limited
Syeda Sana Kaukab, ACMA, CGMA — Membership Manager,
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Pakistan
Sumaira Naz — South Market Head, CIMA Pakistan
Syed Sabir Hasnain Zaidi, FCMA, CGMA — Director,
Corporate Services and Group CFO, Jaffer Brothers (Private) Limited
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